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A Frightening Dust

Little Histories That Cannot Be

In Absentia

I did not expect a mouldering mountain of
brown envelopes.

A wad roughly corresponded to a working day
or week in the studio, depending on how busy
it had been. Every envelope was meticulously
marked in blue ballpoint pen in English and
sometimes Tamil with dates, contents and
sometimes prices and the names of customers.
Little histories were neatly contained in each
kraft paper coffer.2

Early negatives from the 1970s captured family
and friends’ outings to the studio. Individual and
group portraits. Marks of the photographer’s
interventions in materializing the possibilities
afforded by the studio encounter could be
seen in the red mercurochrome smudged over
faces and limbs to lighten complexions or fade
backgrounds. Backgrounds of re-photographed
images were blurred so that they could become
a whole new photograph.

‘Payangaramana dust iruka (There is a frightening dust). Who knows what poochi (creatures)
are in there? I have been too scared to even
look through and if I don’t do it, no one else will
and who has the time. Can you see what a mess
it is?’ The photographer was sceptical.1
The studio had been forcefully displaced five
times during the war years. What remained
was what had survived a three-decade war,
dumped by military men into its current resting
place on the first floor of the newly refurbished
studio. These relics had not been touched for
several years.
‘Nobody has gone near it since then.’
Past the studio workshop, where cardboard
mounts were cut to size and picture frames
were fitted together, the studio’s old darkroom
revealed itself to be an unlikely treasury.
A small bare window, its glass long since
shattered, let in just enough light to make out
the calcified blue-beige-green polyps of paper
and cellulose tied in to bundles with hemp
string. Other discarded riches and ruins lurked
beneath. Empty red and yellow Kodak-issue
albums, broken photographic paraphernalia,
a forgotten black and white wedding portrait
painted into colour by a discerning retouching
artist’s brushwork and the bones and feathers
of a desiccated pigeon or two. What could be
salvaged from these decaying remnants yielded
an extraordinary glimpse into the daily life
of the studio spanning from the early 1970s
through to the late 1990s – a barely-surviving
fraction left of its 80-something-year existence.

Clients’ visits and transactions with the studio
took material form in the folds of receipts,
brittle negatives, duplicates, and notes offering
precise instructions for printing. Through
this practice, patrons were able to return to
the studio to request multiples with endless
possibilities for copying, enlarging, re-printing
and enhancing embedded within each fleeting
photographic impression.  
The envelopes contain large and medium format
negatives initially in black and white and then in
colour, and eventually spliced 35mm film strips.
These measure, in celluloid, the progress and
technical developments of photography. With
time, humidity and sea salt in the oceanside
air, the negatives had become glued together
forming haunting double or triple portraits that
bled into one another. Extra or occasionally
uncollected photographs were also tucked into
envelopes. It is easy to imagine the enthusiasm
of a dark room technician ‘washing’ more film
than what was requested, a customer who
forgot, could not pay or perhaps even return.
War had rendered the contents of the studio
and the lives of the community unstable. Until
then, photographs waited in negatives for
safe-keeping.
I imagine the studio and a complete archive
untouched by war and displacement which
could have narrated a pictured history of the
Jaffna peninsula, its communities and their
photographic encounters over nearly a century.
I imagine their many potentials, ‘refractions’ and
‘events’ that have not been and cannot be (see
Azoulay 2008; Strassler 2010).3

Where photographs are absent, negatives offer
us impressions of what they could have been.
Children who accompanied their parents
partook in family photos and individual
portraits. Elderly aunties sat for the camera,
regal in their finest saris, while vetti clad uncles
carried themselves solemnly. Students posed
in uniform for individual portraits as well as
school identity cards. Teenaged girls gathered
in saris as well as mini dresses before
attending school socials together.
Picture-perfect family trees blossomed
against painted backdrops imported from
England. Tie-coat-wearing young men and
sari-and-dress-clad young women beamed
hopefully at the camera. Others gazed into the
distance coyly as if they were caught unawares
amid a moment of three-point-lit daydreaming.
Staid sitters, aspirant National Identity Card,
passport and driving license holders peered at
us directly and unsmiling. Young men posed in
sarongs and suits. Borrowed jackets
occasionally belied incongruent bare feet or
rubber slippers. Short skirts side-tracked from
the conservative, gendered social world of
Jaffna. Men with bare torsos posed for requisite
identity photographs, class and caste identities
unwittingly announced in dress. Sunglasses
as props mirrored the stylings of South Indian
Tamil film star MGR. Couples beheld the camera
in saris and suit. In a second iteration, wives
were transformed into starlets in modish
western dresses. Little children were pictured
with radio sets, as happy graduates posed in
caps and gowns while clutching their diplomas
to their chests.

Babies were propped in a wicker saucer chair
that was still used in the studio. Bodybuilders
grimaced as they flexed their muscles for the
photographer.
Pictured here are some of these negatives
invoking past and future photographs from
Jaffna. Through absence, these point surely to
photographs that were and could still be.
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